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On behalf of the Alpha Chapter of Delta Kappa Alpha,
the National Honorary Cinema Fraternity, I wish to
extend my warmest welcome to you on the occasion
of our thirty-ninth Annual Awards Banqu7t.
The fraternity was established in 1937 and is
dedicated to the furthering of the film arts and to
the promotion of better relations between the
academic and practicing members of the industry,
both theatrical and non-theatrical. Our Greek
letters symbolize the Dramatic, Kinematic and
Aesthetic aspects of film.
Of our yearly activities, the Banquet is one of
the most gratifying.
It gives us the opportunity
to recognize the truly talented people in the industry, people who direct its future.
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This year we feel that the honorees are most
worthy of such distinction £or their tremendous
contribution to the art of animation.
The work
that has come from the Disney studio over the
years has had profound affect upon the growth of
this art in America.
I thank you for sharing this occasion with us and
look forward to your continuing support.
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ABOUT \.JAL T DI StlEY AND WALT DISNEY PRODUCTIONS
Walt Disney, whose name has become synonymous with the cartoon process, was
instrumental in perfecting the highly complex medium of animation through determination
creative imagination, and the highest degree of quality, His achievements, first in the
field of short subjects, hekped develop artist man's long standing dream of creating
fluid motion in the drawn picture.
Disney's fascination with this new means of expression was a result of his
seein it as as unlimited storytelling instrument, It came to hime, not merely a medium fro cartooning broad caricatures, gags, and comic situations, but also as a means
of bringing life adn motion to fine illustration, It was the universal appeal of
Mickey Mouse that paved the way for expansion and new ideas, Later, the Silly Symphonie~
were the artistic proving ground and springboard to the first animated feature, SNOW
\.JHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS, Its success proved animation was becoming a fine art,
The years that followed found Disney and our Honorees saerching for new ways
to improve their techni~ues with each successive and diversif ied picture, from tho~e
such as PINOCCHIO, FANTASIA, and BAMBI, to LADY AND THE TRAMP, SLEEPING BEAUTY , and
101 DALMATIONS.
~rom his early cartooning days in Kansas City, Walt felt that animation was
a new means of expression. When he joined his brother, Roy, on the west coast, he was
not content with following the ususal trend. His ALICE IN CARTOONLAND shorts combined
live action with pen and ink animation. With the advent of sound, Walt, always eager
for new roles, produced the first sound cartoon, STEAMBOAT WILLIE, in 1928, which
introduced to the public Mickey Mouse, and received a Special Award from the Academy
of Motion Picture Arts & Sciences.
The Silly Symphony shorts marked the next phase in Walt's plan to elevate
animation to an art form. In THE SKELETON DANCE, the Disney animators coordinated
animated movement to an original score by Carl Stalling, erroneously refered to as
DANSE MACABRE. In July, 1932, the Disney studio released FLOWERS AND TREES, the first
animated cartoon in Technicolor, adn the first of Walt's 31 Oscars.
Four years later, the Disney technicians developed the Multiplane Camera,
which imparts an illusion of depth to animation and was first used in a Silly Symphony called THE OLD MILL. The culmination of his art and the realization of a long held
dream came with the completion of SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DI.JARFS, the first full length
animated feature. Despite critics' references to SNOW v/HITE as "Disney's Folly'' during
production, it was the best attended film of 1938 , ushering in the Golden Age of Animation.
Following the phenomenal success of both SNOH I.JHITE and PINOCCHIO . which
immediately followed, Walt and his creative team developed wide screen photography 1
stereophonic sound (15 years before CinemaScope) and hitherto unheard of animation
effects for FANTASIA, a unique motion picture which combined classical music with
animation.
With the production of 101 DALMATIONS, in 1961 , a new time and labor saving
device , xerography, was developed, Using a modified Xerox camera , animators' drawings
could be directly transfered to the transparent "eels " without having to hand trace
them . This system has been used in every animated feature since as well as by other
cartoon studios.
The combination of animation with 1 ive action reached a new high with
MARY POPPINS, in which Dick Van Dyke and Julie Andrews danced with animated figurPS
in a cartoon world. This combination was technically possible because of the Disney
developed traveling matte process, which allows the combination of seperately photographed foreground action with any backround footage,
This evening, we pay tribute to the acheivements of Walt Disney Productions
and the men who worked there, Delta Kappa Alpha is proud to present its Pioneer In
Film Award to both the Disney Studio, and the ten veteran animators who helped create
many classics,

Born in Seattle, Washington in 1909, Ken Anderson embarked on his illustrious career with a
grammar school education in the Phil 1 ipines, He
later returned to the Pacific Northwest to attend the University of Washington where he received a Bachelor of Architecture, He then went
off to California to work as a sketch artist at
MGM where, under Alex Toluboff, his talents en hanced such early screen dramas as, THE PAINTED
VAIL, with Greta Garbo, and WHAT EVERY WOMAN
KNOWS, whith Helen Hayes, The year was 1934
After being inspirea by one of \.Jalt Disney's
Silly Symphonies, Ken decided to both marry,
and work for Disney. He was chosen to act as
art director for s·NOW WHITE, and continued in
this capacity on both PINOCCHIO, and FANTASIA,
In 1945, he became Art Supervisor on THE THREE
CABALLEROS, then went to the Story Department
for CINDERELLA, Layout on LADY AND THE TRAMP,
Production Design, and Art Direction on 101
DALMATIONS, and Story for THE JUNGLE BOOK.
Anderson worked on character and story conceptions for ROBIN HOOD, and story on THE RESCUERS,
KEN ANDERSON
the Disney studio's most recent fully animated
feature. Anderson also created the character of
" Elliot", the title character in PETE'S DRAGON. Although character creation is still of
prime importance in his work today, Ken is a major creative force in all facets of production.
Through the years , Ken has been valuable to more than just the Animation Department at
the studio. His architectural backround led to designing many parts of Disneyland, In
f act, his name is on one of the storefront windows in the "Main Street " section of the
park. Along with the 20,000 LEAGUES UNDER THE SEA, and PIRATE'S LAGOON attractions, many
portions of Fantasyland , Storybookland, and THE HAUNTED MANSION can be attributed to his
inventive and fertile imagination.
'

Ken is doubtful whether he wi 11 ever reach a career peak. "Just to be able to constantly
improve what, to me, is one of Man's highest forms of expression, is my challenge in life."
The opportunity to master and combine so many aspects of sound, music, and art into a
single product gives him a sense of satisfaction and achievement. Ken Anderson's innumerable contributions to the Disney organization wil 1 be appreciated by children of all ages
for many generations.
-Paul Van Name

While Les Clark was enrolled in an art class at
Venice High School he worked part time at a
lunch counter across the street from the old
Disney studio on Hyperion. Since Walt and Roy
Disney often ate lunch there, Clark one day asked
Wali for a job. After seeing some of his drawings,
Walt hired him. And so, on Ma~ch 15, 1927, the
Ogden, Utah native joined the Disney staff, just
four days after graduating from high school.

IES CIARK

After a year's apprenticeship with master animator
Ub lwerks . Clark was given his first assignment:
a scene from the first Silly Symphony, THE SKELETON DANCE. He did a scene in which one skeleton
is playing a tune on another skeleton's ribs,
1 ike a xylophone. Since then he has worked in
every phase of artistry and production. He played
an important part in every animated feature from
SNOW WHITE (1937) to SWORD IN THE STONE (1963).
except for BAMBI. He has also worked on over 100
shorts and is responsible for the "key pose" system of animation.

Clark is known as one of the "M ickey specialists". As he puts it, "Although Mickey Mouse
was created by Ub lwerks, I have been identified with Mickey, having animated on many of
the early cartoons. The most famous Mickey roles which I animated (according to Walt) were
in THE BAND CONCERT, and THE SORCERER'S APPRENTICE segment of FANTASIA." He also worked on
the Dew Drop Fairies in the NUTCRACKER sequence of FANTASIA.
Les Clark was a sequence director for SLEEPING BEAUTY and in 1958 directed the short subject . PAUL BUNYAN, which was nominated for an Academy Award. From that time on, through
hid last years at the studio, Clark directed many shorts, most of which were commercial
educational films. These include documentary and informational films, such as Bell Telephone's THE RESTLESS SEA, the Iron and Steel Institute's STEEL AND AMERICA and a series
of health films for the Upjohn Company. He also directed a number of films for the 16mm
division: FREEWAYPHOBIA (parts 1 & 2); I'M NO FOOL WITH ELECTRICITY; and V.D. ATTACK PLAN.
which, according to Clark, "columnist Dorothy Manners stated that 'Walt Disney Productions,
which produced SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN D\.fARFS, had now gone pornographic.' ''
Nineteen years ago, during the celebration of his 30th Anniversa ry with the studio, Les
received a special gift from Walt: a Mousecar. Les Clark retired on September 30 1975.
as the longest continuously employed member of the Disney staff.
-Ti m Stansbury

"Toto, 1 1 ve got a feeling we 1 re not
in Kansas, anymore."
-Dorothy
Until last week these awed words were displayed
on a bulletin board in a small office at WED Enterprises, the division of Walt Disney Productions
that designs and bui Ids attractions for Disneyland
~/alt Disney World . and the upcoming EPCOT. There,
for almost twenty years Marc Davis plied his
trade .
"I sell 1 ittle surprises to people," he said in a
recent interview. After al 1 what is more surprising than a balI room of transparent ghosts or a full
sized battleship attacking a Caribbean village? Up
until Davis' retirement on March 31 he was one of
\.JED's most prolific and creative designers of attraction s for the parks.

MARC DAVIS

Originall y hired in 19j5 as an assistant animator
and story man at the Disney studios, Davis was
soon promoted to full . animation. Being "a more
accomplished draftsm.a n" than some of the other
artists, he often created and drew the more difficult human figures, Among these, two of his more
memorable characters are the evil fairy Maleficent,
from SLEEPING BEAUTY, and Cruella DeVil, the also
evil comic society queen from 101 DALMATIONS.

Bu t hard times fell on the studio, ("That was always happening," kids Davis, " It's kind of
1 i ke the Bible, with seven fat and seven lean years.'')There was even talk about discontinuin g animation altogether. Rather than close down, the animation staff was thinned down,
and Davis was assigned to one of the Boss' pet projects: Disneyland.
After j ust a few projects, it became clear that Davis had found one of his fortes. As both
a story man, and an animator, he was ideally qualified for the type of wild "imagineering"
needed to conceive Disneyland's major attractions. And indeed, he has worked on most of
t hem. As early as 1964, he was directing various projects, generating almost all of the
con cepts for each attract i on.
A 11arc Davis " rideography" would list: IT'S A SMALL WORLD; PIRATES OF THE CARIBBEAN; COUNTRY
BEAR JAMBOREE; and AMERICA SINGS as his major works. He also made important contributions
to THE HAUNTED MANSION; THE ENCHANTED TIKI ROOM; THE JUNGLE CRUISE; GREAT MOMENTS WITH MR.
LINCOLN; and CAROUSEL OF PROGRESS. Although he'll deny it, AMERICA SINGS , Disneyland's
whimsical four-apt history of American music, is as much his own personal work as any Disney
r i de could ever be.
After his retirement, Davis plans to stay active: he intends to compile a book about the
wood carvings of New Guinea ("It's the last primitive art of great value being done in the
world today, and it's the last the world will ever see."); he also wants to do a book "on
the anatomy of motion in animals and humans . I just haven't had the time to sit down and
do i t in one big drive.''
\
In the meantime, he remained extremely busy at WED up until the time he left, He's worked
out the initial concepts for improving the view from the Di sneyland rai ]road, and he's
begun development of a major new attraction concept: AN ENCHANTED SNOW PALACE. ''I feel
we're a little heavy on the 'thrill' rides, personally," he says, "I feel that we need a
show that's predicated on being awesomely beautiful" He would gladly return to WED if he's
needed to direct any of the new projects.

MARC DAVIS (continued)
Perhaps Davis identifies with Dorothy's quote which is pinned to his wall. Both were
taken from a world of innocence, and found themselves in a land of complex fantasy and
magic. After forty years of incredible creativity, Marc Davis has finally gone back to
Kansas.
And Oz will never be the same.
-Adam J. Bezark

01 iver Johnston Jr. was born in Palo Alto,
attended Stanford University for three years
where he was an art major, and spent one year
at Chouinard Art Institute with former Stanford buddy and eventual co-worker Frank Thomas.
Johnston started with the Disney studio in January, 1935, when the organization was expanding
tremendously. During this time. he served as
an apprentice to Fred Moore.
"0 11 i e", as he is ca 11 ed, received his first
screen credit as an assistant animator on
SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN DWARFS.. "vie were a 11
thrilled. There was no union then and to finish
the picture and ~et it out, why we all came back
and would work from something like 7:00 All to
9:00 or 10:00 at night, no overtime pay or anything. We were just happy to do it because it was
very exc i t i ng. ''
01 lie's first job as an animator was on the
Mickey Mouse cartoon, THE GRAVE LITTLE TAILOR.
He then became an Animation Supervisor on the
PASTORAL SYMPHONY segment of FANTASIA. Some of
the characters Johnston contributed to were
OLIVER "OLLIE" JOHNSTCN
Pinocchio, Bambi, Thumper, and Brer Rabbit. "It's
kind of hard to say that any one guy does anything completely because we kind of work as a team." With SONG OF THE SOUTH he became a
Directing Animator, a post he has held on all Disney animated features through THE RESCUERS.
Johnston prefers the type of animation, '~here one character has a certain type of relationship with another character; where personalities are developed; where people can
identify with them."
After Walt Disney's death in 1966, 011 ie was quoted as saying, "He was a great inspiration and we miss that now. However I would say that it's drawn more out of each of us to
fill the void. In a way, that's nice because we've all had more resronsibility, all the
top guys. and I fee 1 it's made me better."
Oliver Johnston retired earlier this year and is working on a book on the history and
techniques of Disney animation with fellow animator and long time friend, Frank Thomas.
-Donald McGlynn

Born and raised in San Francisco, Milt Kahl
attended numerous art institutes in the San
Francisco and Los Angeles areas before settling down to a successful business as a commercial artist and i I lustrator in the Bay area.
Then the Depression hit and by early 1934 his
thriving company was a financial disaster. At
that time . Hami I ton "Ham" Luske, a good friend
of Kahl 's who was employed by Disney, invited
him to join the staff at the flourishing cartoon studio. Milt jumped at the opportunity
and soon discovered that animation was the
work made for him, So, in 1934, Milt Kahl
began his long career as one of the studio's
top stylists and artists.

MILTON KAHL

He started out doing short scenes, His first
piece of animation was a scene in MICKEY'S
CIRCUS, in which Mickey introduces Donald Duck
and his performing sea I ions, Soon, he found
himself working on SNOW WHITE creating some
of Snow White's animal friends. Kahl is responsible for making Pinocchio more of a boy
than a puppet. Re worked on developing characters like Peter Pan (although he'd rather
have worked on Captain Hook), the King and
Duke in All CE iN HONDERLAND, and many characters in LADY AND THE TRAMP, THE JUNGLE BOOK,
and ROBIN HOOD, to name a few. But his greatest challenge, and what he feels is the best
character he ever created, was Madame Medusa
from THE RESCUERS.

Of all the Disney films, some of Kahl 's favorites are SONG OF THE SOUTH (he loves James
Baskett as Uncle Remus and thinks the combined Jive action and animation is fabulous),
SWORD IN THE STONE, and MARY POPPINS. Milt enjoyed workin for Walt Disney and recalled
that Walt had a temper. ''He was funniest when he was mad, unless he was mad at you. Then,
at the time, it wasn't so funny. But when you started to think about it later, it was."
Milt also has some strong feelings about the shooting of live action as a reference to aid
in animation. He hates it . He feels it is a crutch and "not true animation., .the result is
not as good."
Milt Kahl retired in 1977 and is now fishing in England.
-Tim Stansbury

Curiously enough, WARD KIMBALL's association with Walt Disney began sometime before he set
foot on the studio lot. While attending art school in Santa Barbara, he "squeezed out a
couple of bucks leading a kid's band at the local Mickey Mouse Club matinee. After directing
the youngsters playing a couple of discordant military marches, and being answered with an
avalanche of booing, I would stay to watch the popular ,ickey Mouse and Silly Symphony cartoons.''
After packing up a series of humorous interpretations of Edgar Allen Poe stories, Kimball
presented his portfolio to Walt Disney (the first artist ever to do so), and was told to
report for work the following week: April Fool's Day, 1934. Having hoped to work as a backround painter, Ward was apprenticed to the animation department as an in-betweener. becoming
assistant to Ham Luske on ELMER ELEPHANT only one year later.

WA?.D KIMBALL (continued)
Then came SNOW WHITE, which Kimbal 1 refers
to as "one of the tragedies of my 1 i fe. I
was made a full fleged animator and they
decided that Kimball would do a good job on
the eating sequence, after Snow White makes
the dwarfs wash up . I animated the whole
sequence and it got big laughs in the sweatbox (Walt's special projection room), but
when Walt started seeing the picture, he
thought that was one of ihe places we ought
to get on with the story. So as much as he
hated to do it, he had to take it out of the
picture. So then I went to a bed building
sequence. This was also taken out because it
didn't help the story along."
PINOCCHIO. however, more than made up for this.
After five months' work on the production had
been scrapped, Walt called Ward in to see what
he could do with a character that no one else
had quite been able to figure out. The character, "with an egg shaped head no ears, a
miniature man's body," was Jiminy Cricket.
Now an animation supervisor, Kimball created
many memorable characters over the next ten
years: the crows and Casey, Jr. in DUMBO;
Bacchus in the PASTORAL segment of FANTASIA;
Panchito and Jose Carioca in THE THREE CABALLEROS; the Cheshire Cat and Mad Tea Party
in ALICE IN WONDERLAND; Lucifer the cat in CINDERELLA; and the Indian Chief in PETER
PAN.
· NARD KIMBALL

The early SO's saw Kimball's experimental and innovative animation style emerge in a
variety of unusual shorts. He volunteered to helm a series of four educational shorts
geared towards teaching the fundamentals of music. MELODY, the first of the series, was
produced in 3-D. The second TOOT, WHISTLE, PLUNK, AND BOOM , experimented with 1 imited
animation, stereophonic sound , and the new CinemaScope wide screen format, winning an
Academy Award in the process.
Kimball's interest in unique film subjects and space travel brought him together with
space pioneer Wernher Von Braun to produce the Emmy Award winning MAN IN SPACE series
for the Tomorowland segments of the DISNEYLAND TV show. "I look upon those Tomorowland shows as being the creative high point of my career. The many exiting predictions
we made in that show are all coming true .
During the 60's, Ward planned a good many of Disney's Sunday night shows. One, IT'S
TOUGH TO BE A BIRD, proved to be so outstanding that the studio released it as a
theatrical short earning Kimball his second Oscar in 1969. Most recently, he created
and produced the wi Idly original syndicated series, THE MOUSE FACTORY.
Kimball's enthusiasms are not restricted to filmmaking. His greatest notoriety surrounds
his backyard train, THE GRIZZLY FLATS RAILROAD, a full sized train which runs on a 1000
foot track on his property along with a three stall engine house, the train station
from SO DEAR TO MY HEART, a water tank . three fully restored antique steam engines, and
six railroad cars. He also owns a large collection of antique toys including two rooms
full of classic miniature trains dating back to the mid 19th century, and organized the
world famous jazz band. THE FIREHOUSE FIVE PLUS TWO.

WARD

KIMBALL

(continued)

Ward Kimball retired from Walt Disney Productions in 1973 and currently teaches in
the Film Graphics Department at Art Center College of Design in Pasadena.
-Dietrich Smith
Eric Larson was born in Cleveland, Utah in
1905. There, he grew up under the strong
religious backround of the Mormon Church
which taught him in a positive way, to
always make the most use of all the time he
had. He used his time to study journal ism
and creative writing all the way up to the
college level where he gained a reputation
~s a creative humorist by editing the campus
humor magazine at the University of Utah.
He had taken some art classes in high school
but only drew a few sketches ~ow and then,
totally concentrating on his career in journa 1 ism.
·
A friend tried t9 get Eric to join him at
the Disney studios, but Larson was not intP.rested in films. He thought they were too
mechanical and not creative enough. But he
du!Jiously conceded to apply, showed his
sk·tche s and was hired by the animation de partment. Eric was soon up to his ears in
ERIC LARSON
his new "uncreative" field, enjoying the
privilege of being able to see and hear people enjoy his work ·- a privilege denied
to him in journal ism.
The first thing Eric learned working on his new job was that no man is an island,
and that everyone must work toward the same goal. With artists rating high on the
chart of egotists, a strong person was needed to get those egos out of the way so
some creativity and sharing could go on, and that person was, of course, Walt Disney.
"Outside of my father," Eric commented, "Walt was the most influential person I'd
ever met." That influence was so great that Larson asked only once if he could transfer to the story department and when Walt said he'd rather not do it, he was content
to make animati·on his life long career.
Animation has been the biggest challenge in Eric's life. He has been asked to make
a film a "moving illustration"; to give animals human characteristics while still
keeping them in their animal forms; to study and know real ism so that he can characterize it; to make the human voices and animated bodies blend into one character:
and above alf, to entertain.
He is now passing those challenges down to the trainees he's working with. His job
is to build up a new staff of animators , about 75, to keep the traditions of th~
studio going as the older generation leaves. Every prospective animator is a gamble,
Even after training, the new prospect must start at the bottom in order to move up.
no matter how talented or creative he or she is.
These precautions pay off as they did with Larson. All one must do is look at the
animation in SNOW WHITE, THE THREE CABALLEROS, MAKE MINE MUSIC, FANTASIA, PINOCCHIO,
BAMBI, SONG OF THE SOUTH, MELODY TIME, CINDERELLA. ALICE IN WONDERLAND, PETER PAN,
LADY AND THE TRAMP, SLEEPING BEAUTY . 101 DALMATIONS. JUNGLE BOOK, BEDKNOBS & BROOMSTICKS, and ROBIN HOOD to show that a little gamble can pay off a hundred fold.
- Victoria Rhodes

John Lounsbery was born on March 9 . 1911, in
Cincinatti, Ohio, At the age of five, his
family relocated to Denver, Colorado, He
described his childhood as being "typical",
filled with winter sports, drawing, school
activities, and summer trips to the Colorado
mountains, His appreciation for the natural
beauty of the area became reflected in his
early art work, as sketching and painting
became his principle interests,
After graduating from high school, Lounsbery
chose to enroll in the Art Institute of Denver where his artistic talents took definite
form. However, like many young men who foster
vision of greater things beyond the next hill,
John chose to go west, He attended the Art
Center School in Los Angeles . and practiced
freelance commercial art, An instructor at
the school advised the young Lounsbery to
apply for work at the Disney studio, This
proved to be a fortuitous suggestion since
Lounsbery had admired the studio's efforts
since the first times he had seen their
cartoons.
At the age of 23 he was hired in the animation department, becoming a member of the
studio's first traing group: a highly exJOHN LOUNSBERY
c 1us i ve team of i nd i vi dua 1s chosen from applicants all over the country. With a then
large salary of $25 per week, and a second job at Sears , John married the former Florence
Hurd, a fellow classmate from the Art Center School , whose principle fields of study
were landscape and architecture.
After years of specializing in Pluto shorts at Disney, Lounsbery was promoted to the
position of Directing Animator on such classics as DUMBO, SONG OF THE SOUTH, LADY &
THE TRAMP, ALICE IN WONDERLAND, PETER PAN , SLEEPING BEAUTY, THE JUNGLE BOOK THE ARISTOCATS, and ROBIN HOOD, as well as the first two WINNIE THE POOH featurettes, John
received Directing credit on the third, WINNIE THE POOH AND TIGGER, TOO, as well as
THE RESCUERS (shared with \~oolie Reitherman).
In his later years, the Lounsberys enjoyed raising beef cattle, horses, sheep, chicken,
and game fowl on their six acre ranch in Chatsworth. They shared a love for skiing and
travel . John Lounsbery passed away shortly before the release of THE RESCUERS , He is
fondly remembered by his family and co-workers for both his love of 1 ife, and his
genuine ability to create and produce endearing animated classics.
-Paul Van Name
WOLFGANG REITHERMAN was born in Munich, Germany on June 26, 1909. While birth is the
beginning of every man's biography, for Reitherman, this statement is more than an
expression of beginning: A birth is a living creation which, in human terms, forms
a family. The concepts of Creation and Family are the focuses of "Woolie's" 1 ife,
"To give 1 ife to; to make alive" Reitherman's definition of animation describes his
work directly. Woolie feels that his job at Disney is not really "work", but a creative
process : a part of his life, and life giving that he truly enjoys. Reitherman joined
the Disney team in 1933. He remembers the beginning, "I did the mirror sequence in

WOLFGANG REITHERMAN (continued)
SNOW WHITE. The atmosphere was alive with
creativity, a marriage of minds and talents,
I think a 1 ittle of Walt rubbed off on all of
us. That guy was always deeply involved in his
\'iork and excited about every project. He really
had a vision and he never lost the memory of
what enthused him in the beginning."
It was from this point that Reitherman continued
his work as an animator on such classics as
PINOCCHIO, FANTASIA, and CINDERELLA. He then
advanced to Assistant Supervisor and shared
Directorial credits in the creation of PETER
PAN, LADY AND THE TRAMP, SLEEPING BEAUTY, and
101 DALMATIONS. He became the first artist in
Disney history to receive overall Directorial
credit for SWORD IN THE STONE i n 1962, Since
then he has directed every animated feature
including the forthcoming FOX AND THE HOUND.
It is easily forgotten that Reitherman does
more than just create at Disney. He has another life outside the studio: one which focuses on his family . The beginnings of ~/oolie's
fam ily life stem from his favorite avocation:
tvOLFGA~G REITHERMA.~
flying. Even before he became interested in
art school. he had an ambition to become a
pilot. This dream was realized when he soloed WWI biplanes. He then took a job with
the Douglas Aircraft Company. Finding that he did not get to fly as much as he would have
1 iked, Reitherman enrolled at the Chouinard Art Institute and was soon refered to Disney.
He left the studio during the second World War to become chief pi lot and Deputy Commander
of the Mi 1 itary Air Transport's China Wing.
It was while on a filght to the Philippines as a civi I ian airline captain that he met
a stewardess, Janie Marie McMi lien. Today, Janie is his wife and the center of the
second great love of Wool ie's 1 ife: his fami ly. He and his wife have three sons: Bruce,
Richard, and Robert. Woolie still enjoys flying, and his wife operates their travel
agency.
Two great 1 iving creations represent the life of Wolfgang Reitherman, The 1 ives of his
family are the most personal animations he has given to this world, It is the lives
he created on the screen, however, that represent his creativity to the public at large.
-Michele Manning
From the very beginning, FRANK THOMAS wanted to draw for a 1 iving, His zest for the
visual arts was insatiable and formed the backround of his childhood education. Naturally, this enthusiasm for art did not sit well with his father. The elder Thomas
felt that his son should pursue a more worthwhile and marketable field of study, But
as luck would have it, Thomas' ambition was realized in a surprising way.
Majoring in art, Thomas graduated from Stanford University where he received special
recognition as a cartoonist in the Stanford school magazine, the Chaparral, After
graduation, Frank decided to attend classes at Chouinard Art Institute studying to
become a magazine illustrator under Pruett Carter.

FRANK THOMAS (continued)
It was at Chouinard that Frank's ambition and
1 ife took a drastic change. One of Frank's
roomates heard of an opening for artists
at the Walt Disney studios to do animated
cartoons. Frank's interest was aroused . In
that same year, 1934. he had seen a Walt
Disney cartoon called THE FLYING MOUSE. He
was fascinated by the 1 ife and depth that
could be given to mere drawings. It was this
"illusion of life' ' that interested Frank, and
from then on it would become his life's work
to create some of the most unforgetable characters in the world of film.
Needless to say, Thomas got the job at Disney's.
sometimes working with the man who created THE
FLYING MOUSE, Freddy Moore . For about a year
Frank learned the tricks of the trade and was
deemed expert enough to begin animating his
own small sequences in a film cal led MICKEY'S
ELEPHANT, After working on several progressively
longer sequences in other shorts . he was recognized by Walt, who decided to use his new
found talents on SNOW WHITE AND THE SEVEN
FRANK THOMAS

DI~ARFS.

It was while working on SNOW WHITE that Disney
realized the great ability Frank had in showing and developing emotion in the animated
characters. Some of the most emotionally gripping scenes in SNOW WHITE were assigned
and beautifully executed by Thomas. From then on, Frank wa s " type-cast " as an emotional
animator.
WHITE AND THE SEVEN DI~ARFS was Frank ' s big step forward. It was through his
efforts that such characters as Thumper and Pinocchio sprang from the screen to capt ure audiences all over the world. He has worked on practically every Disney cartoon
feature since SNOW WHITE . Even though his name may not be a household word . Frank has
left his effect on the world. Think of him when remembering a young fawn named Bambi.
and his friend Thumper, go skating. Indirectly, we all know Frank Thomas.
SNO\~

At present, though Frank is officially retired, he is not resting on his well earned
laurels. Just recently, he went to a Canadian animation studio f or several weeks to
teach and be taught. Frank's attention right now is focused on the writing of a book
on the history of Disney animation with colleague Ollie Johnston. Presently titled
THE ILLUSION OF LIFE, the book will be a look at the Disney studios, and maybe a 1 ittle
glance at one of the men who was instumental in the studio's development, Frank Thomas.
-Kenneth Voss
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